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the competition is called the midas design competition, a nod to the
ancient greek god who could turn everything to gold. the two-day
competition challenges designers to imagine, prototype and build a
prototype of a product that would be a feasible solution to one of the
major problems that exist in the real world. features: structural response
and harmonic analysis multi-subsystem analysis calculation of damage
and collapse rigid body and pushover analysis geometrical model
definition support for large structures static deformation analysis
deflection analysis 3d finite element analysis (fea) and finite element
simulation multidisciplinary analysis multi-component models multi-
material models numerical control bulkhead design advanced fast
calculation on-line build quick fea finite element code generation finite
element analysis damage analysis 3d visualization data exchange
geometrical model and animation built-in structure and facility support
for design of structures (dos) note: the midas gens primary feature is to
determine the modes of vibration and the natural frequencies of
structural elements. the user can use this information to decide whether
a structure is strong enough to perform a particular design or if it is
necessary to add additional members or change the design itself. this
document is not a valid license agreement. the “midas design 2019” is a
single license to use the software and the data. you can use the licensed
software on as many computers as you like and as long as you like. you
can distribute copies of the licensed software to your customers as long
as they agree to a license agreement.
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Multicolor 3D printed jaw implants for the upper and lower jaw are
presented. The 3D printed titanium jaw implants are fabricated from
Ti-6Al-4V, and the color is implemented by mixing cerium oxide and

magnesia to yield a dark blue. The implants are mounted on models of a
dental bone by osteosynthesis. This approach enables the fabrication of

a 3D printed implant that is well hidden in bone. In order to align the
jaws during the manufacturing process the jaw implants are connected
to each other by a printed wire. The dimensions of the jaw implants are

standardized by the application of the 3D printing technique.
Furthermore, the jaw implants are designed for the topology of alveolar

nerves. The design software used was Inventor 2016 from Autodesk.
Ceramill Motion C.1. 2 from 3D Systems is used for the printing of the
jaw implants. While environmental condition variability is inevitably a
force affecting how a PLC system is designed and deployed, it is often
overlooked during the development of industrial PLC control systems.
Industrial PLC systems are often designed as stand-alone systems, but
are deployed in an industrial environment with dynamic environmental

conditions. In this work, the effects of two environmental conditions,
namely temperature and pressure, on the long-term performance of the

full system were examined. The results showed that temperature
deviations over time have a more significant impact on the long-term
performance of the industrial PLC system than pressure deviations. In
addition, the effects of the temperature and pressure variations on the
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thermal runaway of the microcontroller were investigated. Even though
the industrial PLC system had been subject to harsh environmental

conditions for a month, no thermal runaway occurred. There was a short
period of time when the microcontroller temperature was about 1 °C
above the operating temperature. This was due to the heat from the
industrial PLC system being slightly absorbed by the environment.
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